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ABSTRACT

the gait changes of knee osteoarthritis and the eects of knee

In this paper, we analyze the gait changes by simulating

contractures on their gait [3, 2]. In their previous work that

left knee disorders in subjects.

Our aim is a method that

analyzed the eects on gait by knee contractures, they simu-

estimates the presence or the absence of leg disorders and

lated knee contractures using a knee brace, which was worn

the disordered parts from the image sequences of a subject's

by healthy participants, and analyzed the gaits with and

walking. However, gait can be changed not only by physical

without it. In this paper, we also simulated the knee con-

disorders but also such factors as neural disorders or aging.

tracture using a knee brace and analyzed the gait changes

Thus we simulate the physical disorders using a knee brace.

due to knee contracture.

Healthy subjects wore knee braces. We compared the nor-

which focused only on the lower limb motions, we measured

mal and simulated disordered walking (while wearing the

and analyzed the whole-body motion of the participants and

knee brace) to analyze what changes occur in their gait due

investigated whether the gait changes that are caused by the

to physical disorders. We also analyzed whether the changes

simulated knee disorders are common to all the subjects.

Unlike the previous work [3, 2],

are common to all subjects. Analysis results show that the
changes common to all subjects are caused by the simulated
left knee disorders.

2. EXPERIMENT
2.1 Walking Data Capturing

Categories and Subject Descriptors

First, we describe how we captured the walking data. Fig.
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1 shows the brace for simulating a knee disorder, and Fig.

General Terms
Human Factors

1. INTRODUCTION
Gait changes can be caused by such factors as osteoarthritis
of the knee or hip, Alzheimer's disease, and injuries to the
inner ear, etc. Many researches have addressed the eects
of such diseases on gait [1, 5, 4].
In this paper, we focus on knee osteoarthritis and analyze
the eects on gait caused by knee contractures (limitations
of the jointfs range of motion), which are one major symptom of knee osteoarthritis. Some researchers have analyzed

2 shows the experimental environment, where we placed six
cameras for a motion capture system (Bonita 10, Vicon Motion Systems Ltd., UK) that covered the area shown in Fig.
2.

Approximately four steps (two walking cycles) can be

captured in the capturing area.
We conducted walking-data-capture with 13 males First,
they walked three laps without a knee brace, and these walking data are called normal walking. Next, the participants
wore a knee brace and walked more than ten minutes. Here,
our preliminary experiment showed that the gait is changed
gradually after wearing the knee brace and it takes about ve
minutes to stabilize the changes. Thus, disordered walking
is the walking data captured after the participants wore the
knee brace for ten minutes .

In the walking-data-capture,

the participants followed a mobility scooter (Fig.

1, left),

which ran at a constant speed, to remove the eects of walking speed changes.
From the obtained data, we calculated the 3D positions of
the following 15 body parts (Fig.

3):

head, neck, breast

(bre), shoulders (lsh, rsh), elbows (lel, rel), wrists (lwr, rwr),
waists (lwt, rwt), knees (lkn, rkn), and ankles (lan, ran).

Table 1: Walking phases
Double support 1

Left leg is ahead of right leg

Single support (left)

Right leg is swing phase

Double support 2

Right leg is ahead of left leg

Single support (right)

Left leg is swing phase

Single (R)
Figure 1: Experimental setup and knee brace

Double 1

Single (L)

Double 2

Normal

15 m
Disordered

9.5 m

Figure 4: Comparison of phase durations

mal walking and disordered walking phase are dierent, we
cannot directly compare the obtained motion data.
Instead, we performed phase registration between the nor-

Observa!on area of mo!on capture
Figure 2: Experimental environment

mal walking and distortion walking data using Dynamic Programming (DP). After the registration, we compared both
bits of data.

To perform the phase registration, we con-

verted the 3D positions of all the points to a relative coor-

2.2 Preprocess of Walking Data

dinate system whose origin is the average of the waists (lwt

Before analyzing the walking data, we performed the following preprocessing.

and rwt).

In the analysis, we focused on the fact

that walking is a periodic motion. Walking data during one
walking cycle (two steps) include all the walking motions.
Thus, we segmented the walking data into one bit of walking cycle data and analyzed every cycle of data. We dened
the periods from the moment the left leg contacts the ground
to the moment just before the next left leg contacts as the
walking cycles.
A walking cycle is divided into four phases by each leg phase
(stance/swing): double support 1, single support (left), double support 2, and single support (right) (Table 1).
Here, since the durations of the walking cycle and each nor-

2.3 Phase Length Analysis
We rst analyzed the changes of each phase length.
From the DP-based phase registration results, we calculated
each phase length in the normalized walking cycles. Fig. 4
shows the changes of the phase length.
Wearing knee braces prolong the duration of the single support (right) and shortens the durations of both double supports. On the other hand, we found no big changes in the
duration of the single support (left).

2.4 Pose Analysis
Next, we show the pose analysis results in the comparison

head

of the normal and disordered walking.
Figs. 5-13 show the averaged 3D positions of all the partici-

rsh

pants. The red and blue lines denote the averaged results of

lsh
neck

the normal and disordered walking. The dotted lines show
the standard deviations of normal walking.

bre
rel

lel
Between normal and disordered walking, the comparison results show various dierences, which can be divided into

rwt
rkn

lwt

three as follows.

lwr
lkn

2.4.1

z

Differences in center parts

From Figs. 5-8, the amplitudes of the left-right directions

ran

lan

y

x

Figure 3: Points used for analysis

(x axis) of the center parts (head, neck, bre, lsh, and rsh)
increase in the disordered condition. In addition, the positions of the center parts move forward (y axis), meaning the
upper body leans to the front.

Figure 5: Comparison of head positions

Figure 6: Comparison of neck positions

Figure 7: Comparison of breast positions

2.4.2 Differences in upper limbs
From Figs. 9-10, the right arm tends to lean to the right and
left arm tends to lean to the left. In the y and z axes, there
were no big dierences between the normal and disordered
walking.
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Figure 8: Comparison of shoulder positions

Figure 11: Comparison of waist positions

Figure 9: Comparison of elbow positions

Figure 12: Comparison of knee positions

Figure 10: Comparison of wrist positions

Figure 13: Comparison of ankle positions

